PV Random Challenge
Choose - Create – Challenge

PV Random Challenge (PV/RC) is a photo/video (p/v) battle platform on which users compete to get as
many votes as possible in their favor. According to certain scales, they make (p/v) and create challenges to
take up. We give some hints, but the user creates his own challenges. Periodic challenges suggested by
PV/RC enhance the experience.
The battles takes place over a season*, divided into periods of one month each. Every ten days, PV/RC offers
a new series of twelve (12) words from which the user chooses the three (3) or four (4) words that will be
used to produce his/her challenge. Each production (entry) must refer directly or in various ways to the
chosen words. Take or turn your (p/v) in square format, from your mobile, or choose one (made
beforehand) in your library.
Do not use images found on the web, photos of people without their consent. No suggestive, violent,
sexual, racist or discriminatory pictures.
Each entry submitted must be an original production.
Be smart and respectful in your comments.
And now you can enter your first challenge.
Invite your friends to join the PV/RC community to participate and vote for you.
Export your work to other applications to spread the word about your challenge and invite other
users to try to do better than you.
Browse other users' challenges and comment on their entries.
Collect as many votes in your favor as possible to earn points. These points will get you into the playoffs at
the end of the season (120 users will participate), followed by the Ultimate Challenge, where the four (4)
finalists will compete.
You can create as many challenges as you want at any time by playing different word combinations, or
challenge other users to their own challenges. Over 400 possible combinations every ten days.
Four special challenge categories diversify the experience and, at the same time, give you the chance to
increase your score throughout the season. These challenges also provide points that are accumulated for
prizes at the end of the season.
Credits can be earned only by premium users, in periodic challenges and in playoffs. All users can get them
in the integrated purchases if they want.
If photography or video is your passion, PV Random Challenge and its upcoming Social Room are the perfect
place to showcase your passion and express it to the world. Comparing thousands of masterpieces and, at
the same time, fighting them is a great way to get to the top and become popular.
Make your place, choose your battles!
Have fun!
The Team

*The season ending June 30, 2022, is intended to develop a large network of participants, to recruit as many
users as possible for the second season of 2022 and, of course, to give you time to become familiar with
the application.
**The prizes awarded is directly related to the number of premium members: see the table on the website
https://www.pvrandom-challenge.com/ giving the distribution of prizes by category. Prizes will be available
when we reach 5000 premium members. (See the countdown in the menu section.)

